Introduction
Robot.ic technology is beneficial for space exploration in various ways. Because of the inhospitable environment, robots can be used t o minimize risk t o humans as well as reducing Extra-Vehicular Activity (EVA) time. At the Robotics Institute a t Carnegie l.lellon, we have developed a lightweight and low cost robot t h a t provides independent mobility on the space station exterior as well as performing some manipulation tasks. l y e call this robot the Self-Mobile Space hlanipulator, or (S.1.12) [ 
Locomotion
Transport a t ion These tasks range from teleoperation tasks t o semi-autonomous tasks t o fully autonomous tasks. In order t o achieve locomotion, transportation, and manipulation abilities, the control software must be able t o perform dynamic sequences of tasks.
To allow the S;Vz t o b e responsive to its environment it is equipped \r.ith avariety of sensors: joint angle sensors, tip acceleration sensors, t\vo tip cameras with zoom and focus controls, an elbow camera with two degrees of freedom, force sensors, 0-7803-0823-9/93/$3.00 (C) 1993 IEEE 2117
Yangsheng Xu The Robotics Institute Carnegie Mellon University Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15213 and several types of contact sensors. In order t o have robust t a s k execution these inpiit sensors must b e incorporated into control, but also be able t o maintain t h e task sequencing and handle failures elegantly. T h e shared control system is designed t o allow task model based control combined with sensor based control in an efficient modular environment.
Shared Control System

System Overview
T h e shared control system is designed t o achieve robust task execution and error handling while still being easily extensible. By defining tasks as a group of subtasks, or task modules which run concurrently, it is possible to design task modules which can b e used in several tasks. For example, one task module might perform trajectories while another task module would read the contact sensor. Each task module can generate two types of output. They can give robot control information, a differential motion in base relative Cartesian coordinates, and also send messages to the state machine. T h e trajectory execution module, for example, would take the robots current position and designed trajectory and rather than returning an actual goal point it would return the difference between the goal point and current position as the robot control motion. T h e trajectory module also might send a. message, done, t o t h e state machine when it is finished. Similarly the contact sensor module would send a message, contact, when it has t h e gripper has sensed contact. If we wanted t o perform the task of grabbing a beam we could do this by having the trajectory task module running simultaneously with the contact sensor module. A successful grab is one where the contact sensor module returns the message contact. Similarly an unsuccessful grab would be one the trajectory module returns the message done and the contatt sensor has not sensed contact. If contact with the beam is made then the state machine will perform a transition to a new state, or task. Say closing the gripper on the beam, and if it were unsuccessful the state machine would try again using visual servo to aid in the approach.
The state machine is parsed a t runtime which means that no re-compilation is needed t o change t h e task execution. This means the much less time is spent designing and testing tasks and since these task modules can b e used within any task there is very little code to write. In the state machine tasks are represented as states transitions occur based on t h e messages sent from the task modules. In order t o make the system useful and flexible task modules can also receive commands from the state T h e shared control system is composed of four important types of modules: task modules, remote task modules, coordination modules, combination modules. T h e task modules, as stated before generate differential movements based on inputs from remote task modules, hardware devices, and robot position information. T h e remote task modules run on high speed processors or workstations and perform heavy computation or user interface tasks. They then send their results t o task modules running on the realtime system via unix sockets, VME bus or serial line. T h e coordination module contains the state machine and handles all of the actions involved with the state machine including switching tasks and sending message to the task modules. T h e combination module intelligently combines the control outputs from the running task modules into one coherent control command and then makes sure that it is a reasonable motion for the manipulator to perform. See Figure 1.
Task Modules
In the real time system each task module runs as a separate thread. Each cycle the task module basically performs the same tasks; Cycle begins ...
Read input command queue and set appropriate variables Read sensor devices or get input from remote task. Generate control motion based on local input and robot posit ion informat ion. Send message to state machine if some event has occurred Cycle ends. With a d a t a processing structure like this it is easy to make task modules which can operate independently of each other thus increasing realtime concurency. Ideally each group of sensors would be its own module which would generate useful messages about the state of t h e sensors as well as providing various by one task module. T h e task module receives commands telling it which gripper it should read sensors from and also what type of control output it should produce. If a t lease one sensor senses something in close proximity t h e module will send the message partialcontact to the state machine. If all three sense something in close proximity the message Contact will b e sent to the state machine and similarly the message n o c o n t a c t will be sent if no sensors sense contact. These message can provide useful information about the completion of a task or a state of error. In our system this module also provides compliant control to aid in grasping operations. Based on t h e values of the proximity sensors it is very easy to compensate for orientation errors for the tip. Since this module can run simultaneously with many other modules it can aid in the grasping of beams for either autonomous motion or teleoperation.
Since each module can only produce a desired motion which is combined with the desired motions from other task modules, there is no guarantee that this motion will be what the robot executes. Task modules must be robust in light of this. For example, consider a Cartesian trajectory task module. Every cycle the module must find t h e closest via pojnt to the robot position and generate a desired motion based this difference.
(We have designed a trajectory tracking algorithm which can be robust in light disturbances or compliant to t h e control from other modules which are running simultaneously.)
T h e task module serves two purposes; generate a desired movement for the robot and notify t h e task coordination modules of interesting events. A desired movement for the robot is generated based on realtime information such as global variables like position, hardware devices, and remote task modules. Interesting events include completion of a goal or recognizing an important change has occurred somewhere. For example: a t a s k module who's job is to follow a trajectory will generate a desired direction for movement based on the current position of the robot every cycle until t h e goal has been reached. It will then notify the task control module that it has finished execution. All task modules can have multiple instances running in the shared control system. Each instance gets its parameters from a different configuration file at s t a r t u p and may be changed dynamically while running based on messages sent t o t h e module, thus through reparameterization very different and 
Remote Task Modules
In a complex robot control system there are many tasks which are CPU intensive, require special hardware or have user interfaces. These types of tasks are not suitable for slow realtime processing boards, but usually d o run well workstation or specialized processors. For this reason the shared control system includes t h e concept of a remote task. A remote task runs as process on a remote workstation can function exactly like a task module running on t h e realtime system. It receives the same inputs, robot position information and control messages, as task modules and can also give the same outputs, desired motion and messages to the state machine. T h e S M 2 system uses one workstation equipped with digitizer boards to do neural network based image processing which runs as a remote task. In addition there are several graphical interfaces which interact with the state machine and display realtime information. For example, from a graphical interface we can dynamically change scaling parameters for the teleoperation input device or have a realtime display of the robots position in a cad model.
Through the use of unix sockets remote task modules open up a communication line with a server process running on the host workstation for the realtime system. Using the VME bus the server process handles sending message to and from the state machine as well as passing t h e control information to the combination module. T h e server also provides d a t a from the realtime system and synchronization signals for the remote task modules. See Figure 3. 
Combination Module
T h e combination module serves two purposes; combining the movements of the task modules into one movement and making sure the movement is not too drastic for t h e robot. There are many ways to combine t h e output vectors from the task modules. We have tested several methods both in simulation and realtime experiments; a simple summation, a simple average, weighted sum and average, voting on angle and velocity and some weird variations. 'In practice, though, the weighted average performs well since is not computationally expensive and its performance is predictable. T h e weighted average used in the coordination module is as follows:
Xref, = X r e f t -, + > r e f , Actually the reference position does not just accumulate the output of the task modules, but rather is bounded by the the robots actual position; I x r c f -x m e z t <= XEr;ma= This ensures that the robot never lags too far behind the reference position which then implies several things; T h e information for each cycle is still relative to where t h e robot really is, and since position errors are much lower, controller gains may be increased. This also gives the robot a natural compliance, which is very important in space manipulation tasks. Once a new X,,f and Xref are computed by the inverse kinematics, the joint angles, O,,f, are thresholded to stay in t h e robots workspace. nation module is the key to linking t h e shared control system to the manipulator, as illustrated in Figure 4 . By never letting the reference position get away too far from t h e robot the slow manipulator will always be able t o keep up with t h e reference point. If the robot is bumped t h e reference point will move with it. This forms a natural compliance and avoids large position errors in the control loop. If a task module were t o receive a ref-
erence position which did not approximate t h e actual position, then its output could be inaccurate.
. 5 Coordination Module and State Machine
O n e of the major concepts behind this shared control system is that the task modules do not know what other task modules they are interacting with. They merely operate in what ever mode they are told t o d o so and send out messages whenever an event that might b e important occurs. It is the coordination module's responsibility t o make t h e task modules perform in an intelligent manner. Currently we are using a state machine to coordinate-the task modules and sequencing of tasks, although this could easily b e replaced by some intelligent decision making system. T h e s t a t e machine in in charge of determining t h e end of a n event, or t h e need t o change states. This is based on messages returned from the task modules. Each state in the state machine know what task modules should be running during that state. When a new state is entered the correct set of task modules is started u p and all others are turned off. In addition these modules are sent a set of initialization commands which tell the modules how t o perform in this state.
T h e state machine is programmed via a simple language in which you describe t h e commands and outputs of the task modules, the states including what task modules should be running and t h e initialization command sequence, and specify transitions and the initial state. Since all of this is in a file that is parsed and checked for correctness at runtime it makes development of new high level tasks very quick since no recompilation is needed and there is 110 source code to write. In order to make our system perform elegant.ly u'e have found it necessary t o modify the concept of the state machine. Some of the additions we have made include; adding pattern matching t o transitions and task module commands, counter type variables, and the ability to reparamterize task modules during transitions.
When we first implemented the state machine it was obvious that there was a need t o d o something t o compress t h e seemingly endless, geometric, enumeration of states. This has t o do with the fact there were many aspects of a task and a sequence of tasks that can b e logically generalize, b u t not so in a state machine. T h e addition we m a d e was t h e addition of the wildcards in the description of task module commands and transitions. For example a trajectory task module might have any number of preloaded traject.ories and the state machine must be able to tell it what trajectory to execute, i.e. send a message like truj3. To Often times, we have found, there are m a n y states which are simply variations on a theme. Where the only difference between the two state is parametrization of t h e task modules.
A good example of this is t h e s t a t e machine for teleoperation
where the only difference between a group of states is t h e scaling of the teleoperation input and whether to use position or velocity control. Through the use of command sequences performed during a transition many states can b e eliminated since this allows reparemterization during a transition which might lead back t o t h e same state. T h e measure for dealing with this is t h e use of generalized transitions. Through the use of wildcards transitions from one type of state t o another type of s t a t e may b e performed on t h e receipt of a specific message in the source state. T h e characters the completed t h e wildcard are used t o describe the destination state. An example of this would b e switching from position mode, TelePos?, to velocity mode, TeleVel? in teleoperation, while maintaining t h e s a m e scaling. If the current state was TelePos3 t h e after receiving the message t o switch to velocity mode it would b e in s t a t e Tele Ve13.
T h e addition of counter variables was necessary t o allow different branches out of the s a m e s t a t e based seemingly identical situations. Since state machines cannot elegantly express temporal knowledge, like what step you are on, with out maintaining a separate state for each possibility. We have added a task module which can manage a set of counter variables which can be set, incremented, decremented and read. This allows transitions t o be based on things like how many times a n event has occurred or perform sequences of high level task all starting from the same initial state.
Robot Initial Position
Figure 6: Trajectories with different attraction cons t an ts to the new trusswork of Space Station Freedom. Redesigning the grippers to replace the original node grippers will allow the robot to walk on the space structure with a similar robot configuration. Since the new trusswork is I-beam shaped stepping motions can be made anywhere along the beam. Locomotion and inspection tasks will need a robot with the capability to align the gripper with the beam so M t o allow the robot to approach and grab the beam. Slightly modifying this function, the robot will be able t o follow the beam while keeping a certain height and orientation with respect to the beam. This capability will be needed for trusswork inspection tasks. In our development of the shared control system we have found it necessary to develop some secondary concepts to make the system useful yet flexible. Among these developments there are two that might be of particular interest: A retrainable generic neural network based visual servoing system and a SemiCompliant trajectory algorithm.
Trajectory Task Module
In the shared control environment, conventional trajectory following does not work particularly well, since one cannot make any assumptions about the position or speed of the robot from one cycle to the next. This means that it is impracticle to ramp velocities using precomputed values. Also in the shared control environment, it is impossible to tell how far off course one may be. We have designed a trajectory following task which handles this in a pleasant manner. Through a graphical software simulation we have developed a control strategy which generaces a pieasing motion. If one considers a trajectory its a curve in 3 dimensional cartesian space. and on this curve there is a some closest viapoint. At this point, there is a vector tangent to the curve and a normal vector which passes through the current reference point of the robot. Movement along the tangent vector is movement in along the trajectory path and movement along the, normal vector is movement along the recovery path. The desired motion constructed is a linear combination of these two vectors. Every trajectory has an attraction variable, G, which determines how much the reference point is attracted to the trajectory. As G approaches 1 the recovery path becomes dominant, i.e. strict traversal of the path through the viapoints, 
Neural Network Based Visual Servoing
Neural networks have proven themselves for their ability to track and recognize objects. For this reason; we designed a generic neural network-based vision system [4] . There are three parts to this system: data collection, network training and network execution. For the most part we have automated all three parts of this system in order facilitate rapid development of visual servoing tasks. By putting the scene in a known position it is possible to execute random trajectories, or move the robot manually, and collect training data. Then using a neural network description language a network can be created and trained on this data. Once a network is trained the network configuration and weights are stored. Using a generic remote task m.odule any of these neural networks can be used to control the robot. The remote module sends robot control values just like a task module and also sends a message signifying the stabilization of the network, i.e. the completion of the servo task.
Rather than modifying the control software t o compute the desired octput during the data collection process the system tags each collected irnage with the measured tip and camera position. By writing a simple post processing program or using the unix program awk, one can compute the desired outputs. This has proved itself to be useful since several networks can be trained to behave differently based on the same collected data. For example, consider the task of centering over a beam. One network can be trained to center itself directly over the beam, another can be trained to center the manipulator with a constant off set and another can be trained to approximate the distance of the beam from the camera.
The actual architecture of the network including number of layers, number of nodes, connections, transfer functions etc. The training system uses a n adaptive training supervisor algorithm to perform pruning and avoid local minima a backpropagtion network is trained t o reliably generate the desired response. Once adequate performance is achieved the network is saved and t h e network is ready to run with the shared control system. A generic visual servoing task runs on a remote SPARC workstation equipped with 2 digitizer boards. This program continually digitizes images on both boards. While one board is digitizing the other is being read into main memory. This allows the fast.est possible update of the images. Since the idea behind shared control is t o allow multiple tasks control the robot simultaneously, several visual servoing task should also be able to run simultaneously and so it is. Do t o the relatively simple computation performed by the neural network the main bottle neck is with acquiring the images, After t h e images have been acquired several networks may then perform their computation and have their control values sent to the realtime system at approximately 10Hz.
RGUI -Realtime Graphical User Int er fac e
T h e Graphical User Interface is a PHIGS and XView based application which acts as a remote t a s k module. See Figure 8 . This GUI was designed to provide the following capabilities; realtime 3D display of the robot position, configuration, i n a model of its environment interface manually control task sequencing, i.e. interaction with state machine. teleoperation input device for directly controlling the robot motion programming and testing trajectories. collision detection and obstacle avoidance using cad model. simulation: graphic display t o preview t h e robot motion with respect t o Space Station Freedom before execution. This graphical interface is proof that the modular structure of the shared control system does not limit the functionality of a control system, but rather simplifies it. T h e GUI has two different 3D views of the robot in its environment. In teleoperation mode the gui transforms mouse movements and button clicks into robot movement relative t o the view in which t h e action is happening. T h e movement is then converted t o b e relative t o the robot's base and sent t o the combination module on t h e realtime system. T h e realtime display of robot draws the robot's according the location of the base in world coordinates and joint angles which are passed t o it from t h e realtime system. Collision detection is done by checking for intersections of t h e robot with the cad model. If a collision is detected then a message is sent t o the state machine. 4 
Conclusions
T h e shared control system is a modular system which is designed to execute complex tasks through t h e intelligent coordination of task modules. T h e unique part of this system lies in the design and combination of t h e task modules. T h e state machine is a valuable method for controlling the flow of tasks, and, due to the automatic switching, it greatly improves the accuracy of tasks being executed. T h e development of t h e generalized visual servoing and other control techniques has helped in making this system truly reusable, modular and efficient.
T h e shared control system has proven itself t o be useful for rapid development of high level tasks. Furthermore, this system seems t o reliably solve many manipulation problems we have faced in the past. T h e system has been implemented for the Self-Mobile Space Manipulator for various tasks associated t o locomotion, manipulation, and material transportation on Space Station Freedom.
